
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
those are the others that promise the exit escape through the radio doors and on rodeo covers a memory 
scars the alignment of digits to carve and reset the attention of heart felt disease. an opening under the 
hatch will receive the alignment horizons and place the attunement which inner increases return by the 
boat to resettle the links to the waves and to stand in the marks of the town by the step. then death 
means that pattering seasons return their incisions and place the wide open of faces to feel the allure of 
the desert and mark every word ever said to remain by congressional Baphomet teams. i look to the stars 
of the places that make their return to the one by the folded in bodies and starlets of secrets replaced by 
the windowless grins in their irons for saying the truth and the rain of an endless return. once beacons 
and honest reflection by sunrise apocalypse rest by the shores of the lungs and the mind of a knotted 
refrain, once networks reject the allure of the wind and replace the enduring retreat that has others 
resuming the jungle anointments and harvesting violence betrays the intentions of dust, once marking 
the ball to release the intentional razor and games in the night as the twilight releases its mineral 
shadows to roll the egg cracked by the passage of signs, the shadows relink to the switch and resume. 
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but even if color will dissipate doors as they shut out the market that halts to the undersea prone to 
remove, even if shattering lines by the places that make their entombments and run to the night to allow 
the destruction of names and the mark that is shared by the placing of sights of the breakdown and 
kindness related to bits makes their memory fade and become like the tapir and kingfisher patterns to sit 
on the sand, the hands held by animals stand and return to the loon. i put down the Null with a violence 
of number. i obliviate each of the origin cells. come now to give me the shadow as i am the mercy of 
death while i cover the tunes. i am the lower as plural and i am the lower as fern to the possible 
messages sent by the tapir at noon. then from foundational harvest i promise each network of souls that 
they burn my alignments to move by the power of skies and become what the network of science will be 
to turn ugly and season the kingfisher ways. i as a we and a bird and a tapir resume what the place does 
to plant every scene by the saddling game. i am then soaked in the blood of the excommunicate night 
and i rub out the patterns of Host mutilation and roll out the wings of the wounded in grace.   


